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ABSTRACT
Now days, Cloud Computing plays an important role. We can archive and retrieve a data from the cloud. In this
paper we propose a smart data backup plan using Threshold value techniques with Advance Encryption Standard
(AES) algorithm. Data Migration is also one of the techniques in cloud storage. We are proposing a procedure
which allows Owner to store their data onto the cloud, as soon as the file is stored at the first cloud storage (Drop
Box) it gets encrypted using AES. Then, User can search the file using key. Using Threshold value, user can view
the file up to the value; the file can be automatically back-up into cloud storage. This method focuses on the security
concept for the backup files stored at cloud storage using AES encryption algorithm. It’s also focuses on the storage
space concept, to reduce numerous storage spaces in cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud can be used as a public cloud, private cloud or
hybrid cloud. In public cloud services can be offered
over the internet and clouds Provide owners and operate
in it. In private cloud, the infrastructure is dedicated to a
particular organization and not shared with other
organization. The usage of both public and private
cloud is called hybrid cloud. Cloud computing has many
challenges when data owners and data users are
involves, and the data is stored in the offsite location.
This paper introduces back up the high frequency usage
data file. Using AES algorithm, encrypt the data files on
owner side and upload into cloud account. The high
recurrent usage data files will back up automatically in
cloud using threshold values.

remote data backup plan using Seed Block Algorithm
(SBA) with Advance Encryption Standard (AES)
algorithm.
b) Neetesh Gupta et. al., proposed backup and restore
data in Android Smartphone as it uses RLE compression
technique it saves time, space to store and improve
performance.
Table 1. Comparison between Various Cloud Data
Online Back-Up

Objective
Our project aim is to reduce the storage space and
provide more security for backup the frequent data files
in cloud storage.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
A. Related Works
a) Tanay Kulkarni et. al., proposed a smart
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B. Problem Identification From Existing System
In existing data shared between owner and user very
securely. But all data’s will be stored, important data’s
and unimportant data’s stored in cloud get overloading
problem. In cloud storage data Backup is not working
properly, so some important data get missing. Backup
data has been taken for all files, so we have to allocate
more storage space.
C. Proposed System
In this proposed work, the files could manage by using
atomization techniques helps to back up the data files.
Backup data files based on the recurrent usage of a
specific time i.e. (3 time per week). Other than that
unused files could be remains our own PC and cloud.
The data migration methodology plays a vital role on
the atomized cloud storage mechanism.
D. Advantages
Data migration techniques is very user to for efficiently
taking backup files. Once the data are eventually
atomized in timely manner, Auto Backup data has been
taken based user frequency views. So we can avoid
overloading problem and also avoid numerous storage
space.

value Three then the user must access that particular
cloud file three time in between a time period of One
week then only the Data Migration method takes a
backup file and store in a database.
4. Decryption
This method is given by the cloud service provider. The
data can be decrypted using online tool. Legal user can
download the method using their registered account.
Web application is used in their work to decrypt the
key.
F. Advanced Encrypted Standard (AES) Algorithm
The algorithm of AES (Advanced Encrypted Standard)
is used in this work to secure the data which is stored in
the cloud. This algorithm use 256 bit auto generated
secret key. The generation of key is single encryption.
The existing system used 12 rounds to encrypt and
decrypt the data, but in this work, 1 round is used for
encryption.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Architecture

E. Module Description
1. Encryption
The encryption method is used in this work with AES
(Advanced Encrypted Standard). While uploading the
file, the first encryption will be done; the second is
when storing the data into drop box cloud account.
2. File Transfer Protocol (FTP):
File transfer protocol (FTP) is used to transfer the data
files between drop box cloud account and computer.
This protocol is used to store and receive the data.
3. Timely Manner Automatic Backup
In Time Manner Backup, its work is set a time period
for take a backup file but in that time period the user
must access that file in a threshold set value. For
example we set a time period one week and threshold

Figure 1. Architecture diagram for Backup the High
Frequency usage data files.
In this Fig1. first step to encrypt the data files using
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm and
then upload the data files in Drop Box cloud account. In
Second Step, when the user request to data owner for
view the upload data files. In Third step, Data owner
response the user request to view the data files. In
Fourth step, a User can view the files three times. In
Fifth step, the viewed data files are automatically back
up into drop box cloud storage.
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B. Sample Implementation

Step 1 : Owner Login

Step 6 : File View (3 Times)

Step 2 : Upload File Using Encryption Key

Step 7 : Automatic File Back-Up Successfully
Step 3 : Upload File Details

Step 8 : Back-Up File
Step 4 : User Login

Step 5 : File Search Using Key
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IV. CONCLUSION
The High Recurrent usage data will be automatically
backed up in cloud storage. The first method encryption
will do in data owner side and another method is data
files will transfer in cloud. While using AES algorithm
to encrypt and decrypt the files. The data user can back
up the high recurrent data using threshold values. Data
Migration method will take a backup files and store in
database. This process will be more secure, and reduce
storage space in cloud.
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